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Introduction

Surveillance in the name of crime prevention is defined as

the act of performing close observation, especially towards

possible criminals  or lawbreakers, for the purpose of

information gathering and profiling. These activities are

often carried out by local and federal authorities, or by

corporations, either on their or the government's behalf.

These are carried out with the intent of preventing

terrorisms, crimes, unrest, and protecting national security.

However, oftentimes the people that are being observed

and monitored are not even aware that they are being watched. This brings out

the question: Is mass surveillance, in the name of crime prevention, a privacy

violation towards the citizens?

As the world enters a new stage, where technology is rapidly advancing

and changing, many governments are finding new ways to prevent crime and

control the population in their nations. Nowadays, the most common form of

surveillance is via CCTV cameras and footage. This is a very popular form of

surveillance due to the fact that it provides an “additional eye” working for the

government and is often  installed in  public places, offices, or schools.

Additionally, as the CCTV cameras are able to record, it is a way to obtain

reliable proof of wrongdoing by criminals. A more modern form of surveillance
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utilized by enforcement agencies is biometric surveillance. In this type of

surveillance, human physical and behavioral characteristics are measured for

identification or screening purposes. Such characteristics are used to identify an

individual and include the voice, iris, fingerprint, or face of the person being

watched.

Many nations around the globe are in favor of the usage of various mass

surveillance methods due to the long-term benefits that they may bring. Firstly,

crime can be significantly reduced as criminals are able to be identified and

found easily. Evidence is also gathered, allowing criminals to be prosecuted and

charged accordingly. Surveillance can also be carried out anywhere and

towards everyone, allowing all individuals to be monitored. Even though there

are some benefits of carrying out surveillance, there are some consequences

that arise. Firstly, citizens won't be given any privacy and would feel that they

would be constantly watched and monitored.  The government could possibly

also use the gathered information for other unethical purposes that go beyond

the one of safety such as to predict voting  patterns. There is also no oversight of

the surveillance that is carried out by the government, meaning that no one is

monitoring what is done with the information gathered. For this reason, some

nations believe that the consequences of mass surveillance outweigh the

benefits, and do not believe that mass surveillance should be carried out.
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Definition of Key Terms

Crime: A crime is an unlawful act punishable by a state

Punishment: The infliction or imposition of a penalty as retribution for an offense.

Prevention: The action of stopping something from happening or arising.

Monitor: to act keeping under systematic review.

Government: The governing body of a nation, state, or community.

Privacy: The state or condition of being free from being observed or disturbed

by other people.

Society: The aggregate of people living together in a more or less ordered

community.

Censorship: the suppression or prohibition of any parts of books, films, news, etc.

that are considered obscene, politically unacceptable, or a threat to security.

Current Situation
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Currently, many governments are invasive of their citizens' privacy even though

they advocate for the right to privacy in their country’s constitutions. There is

both targeted and mass surveillance not only of citizens but even journalists and

human rights defenders, especially in the case of extreme right or left-wing party

governments. Many countries have incorporated some kind of digital identity

system as well as an increase in their budgets for surveillance technology and

tools. Governments have made amendments to existing laws in order to allow

for more surveillance power and deployment. An increase in surveillance is

employed to profile and monitor citizens, dissenters, and critics, resulting in

indiscriminate arrests and growth in the difficulty of protecting basic human

rights.

Invasion of Privacy through Government Surveillance:

Some law proposals are moving in favor of the breaking of encryption. In 2020,

"the governments of the U.S.A, U.K., Australia, New Zealand, Canada, India, and

Japan have issued the joint statement which pleads with Facebook specifically,

as well as other tech firms, to drop "end-to-end encryption" (OHCHR). This puts

privacy rights at risk as citizens become dependent on faith that their

governments will respect their anonymity.

Human rights advocates, journalists, dissidents, and critics of governmental

positions and attitudes depend on anonymity and encryption to protect their

identities and exercise their right to free speech when they speak out.
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Protection of Crime through Government Surveillance:

Different governments implement digital identity systems and

encryption-breaking technology in order to prevent crimes such as identity theft,

slander, and illegal migration. Many of these are demanding that SIMs be

mandatorily registered and linked to national identity systems. Some

governments require the use of privacy-preserving tools to ensure that the

personal data used is exclusively the data that is relevant to the purpose it is

required for. Some governments are legally taking action to preserve encryption

and anonymity. In this way, they strive to protect their citizen’s privacy and

freedom of speech.

Government Surveillance during Covid 19:

In order to decrease the speed at which the virus spread, many governments

increased technology that proved helpful for contact tracing and identifying if

a person was infected with the virus. There were different points of view in

relation to how much and which data should be released. Governments had

different guidelines on data protection: how much and what information should

be public in light of a spreading global pandemic. Some countries collected

data through apps that had no legal guarantees of privacy protection in

managing health details and facts.

On the other hand, many governmental health organizations made sure that

the apps and technology employed in their fight against a public and global
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pandemic did evaluate the data protection impact that the technology would

have. They looked into data minimization and transparency, guaranteeing that

the data taken was exclusively the one related to the public health crisis and

only for a temporary and minimum amount of time.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

USA:

Historically, the USA has always used mass surveillance to control its

national affairs. This is specifically true during times of world war when the

USA controlled and censored international communications in order to

affect the opposition and keep tabs on the citizens. The American

government has chosen to let mass surveillance occur in national territory

as it has the intent of preventing terrorism, crime, and other illicit activities.

Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies such as the FBI, CIA,

and NSA have actively used mass surveillance to undergo their endeavors.

With the aid of big tech companies such as Instagram and Facebook,

mass surveillance is often carried out to gather information from the

citizens as “all companies based out of the U.S. can be forced to operate

as a front post for U.S. government agencies. “

Russia:

Russia, is another nation that is in favor of mass surveillance of its

citizens. Russian law allows the complete monitoring and surveillance of

any communication or personal information that occurs on Russian soil.
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This is enforced by a range of government agencies with the primary

intent of stopping crime and preventing terrorist acts against the

government. In recent years, Russian authorities have been actively using

a variety of tools like facial recognition technologies to monitor and keep

tabs on all of its citizens. Additionally, Russian authorities require telecom

companies to store all of their users' information in data centers to aid in

the process of mass surveillance.

China:

China is another nation that actively employs large-scale surveillance of all

its citizens. Some of the most common forms of surveillance used by the

Chinese government are CCTV cameras, facial recognition technologies,

and analysis of the internet. This issue has become even more widespread

under Xi Jinping´s administration. The purpose of such mass surveillance

measures is to prevent crimes, control civil unrest, and protect national

security. China has become the most surveilled country in the world,

having around 372.8 cameras for every 1,000 people. This enables the

government to track every move of every citizen in the country.

North Korea:

The most infamous nation that carries out mass surveillance on its citizens is

North Korea. The government of North Korea controls and actively

monitors all forms of telecommunications in the nation. Citizens are given

little to no freedom as to who they can contact and people are under

constant surveillance by various means. The Committee for Human Rights
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in North Korea reported that major surveillance agencies operated using a

“massive, multilevel system of surveillance” where people who were

caught doing elicit or subversive activities would be prosecuted. The main

intent of this surveillance system is to monitor, control, and intimidate

citizens.

UN Involvement

The United Nations has always pronounced itself in favor of transparency when it

comes to governmental surveillance policies and practices. The UN has insisted

that private individuals should be guaranteed knowledge and consent when it

comes to the sharing and use of their data. It is a government's duty to develop

a legal framework that protects its citizens’ right to privacy.

The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age:

In 2015 the UN’s Human Rights Council brought forth its first mandate on privacy.

It was resolution 28/16. This resolution applied to governments,

non-governmental organizations, and other parties all of which have contact

with cases that relate to privacy issues. This mandate is reviewed every three

years, and so was revised in 2018 and 2021. During this last review, there are

issues brought to light regarding policies that need to be set up by governments

to differentiate the internal sharing of personal data and the public release of

this information as open data. They also discuss the need to create

internationally aligned policies to protect the sharing of personal data including

anonymity and encryption. Aside from this, the mandate encourages

corporations and governments to bring a variety of disciplines together to
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protect freedom of expression and the right to privacy through strategies that

address and prevent negative outcomes of algorithms, automated processing,

machine learning, and artificial intelligence (OHCR).

Timeline of Events

Year Name Description Effects

1945 Project

Shamrock

The USA creates project

SHAMROCK, an

intelligence-gathering scheme

that collects(without warrants)

international information

Allowed all data that passed

trough the USA to be gathered

by intelligence agencies,

generating huge amounts of

tensions between nations

1946 Five Eyes

Alliance

An alliance was formed

between Canada, Australia,

New Zealand, the United

Kingdom, and the United

States, to be able to

exchange gathered

information between each

other.

Created the most complete

and comprehensive

intelligence alliance in the

world.

2002 NJTTF The National Joint Terrorist Task

Force (NJTTF) is created with

the intent of collecting data

useful for preventing terrorist

Prevented multiple terrorist

threat via the gathering of

mass intelligence
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attacks

2005 NSA Scandal The New York Times reveals US

government surveillance

going back to 2002, including

the warrantless wiretapping of

phones and the internet to

thousands of Americans.

Made many citizens of the US

aware of the mass surveillance

techniques used by

intelligence agencies from the

USA

2013 Edward

Snowden

Edward Snowden leaks highly

classified information from the

National Security Agency,

which includes the diverse

forms of mass surveillance that

were carried out in the US

Created large amounts of

tensions between US citizens

as they were unaware that

they were being “watched”

by the government

2014 VODAFONE

leak

A British telecommunication

agency, Vodafone, reveals

that the UK government had

implemented wires that

allowed direct access to their

network.

Personal information of over 20

million user were gathered by

the government agencies

from the UK

2016 CSIS Scandal The Canadian Security

Intelligence Service was

caught gathering metadata

Led the Federal court to

create a “comprehensive and

detailed review” of the illegal
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of Canadian citizens via illegal

methods

activities carried out

2021 European

Court of

Human Rights

VS the UK

The European Court of Human

Rights condemns the UK´s

usage of mass surveillance on

its citizens.

Due to the fact the  activities

that were carried were illegal,

the UK has stated they will

make a new proposal for a

law

Past International Action

Universal Declaration of Human Rights

This declaration, proclaimed by the General Assembly in 1948, sets out the

key fundamental human rights that must be protected. This declaration is

directly responsible for inspiring and creating the path for the creation of

over 70 treaties between nations regarding human rights. This declaration

includes 30 articles all addressing human rights that everyone should be

granted. Furthermore, it addresses the right of privacy and animosity,

USA Patriot Act:

Right after the attacks of 9/11 The USA passed the Patriot Act. This law’s

main purpose is to deter and punish terrorist acts in the United States and

around the world It consisted of a complete makeover of the nation's

surveillance laws that vastly expanded the government's authority to spy

on its own citizens, while simultaneously reducing checks and balances on

those powers. This law, as of 2020, has been repealed, following a decision
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of the House of Representatives

European Convention of Human Rights:

The European Convention of Human Rights is an international convention

carried out to protect the rights and freedom of the citizens of Europe. It

was written in 1950 by the Council of Europe and it is still carried out today.

This convention advocates for all human rights, including the right to

privacy from the government and its agencies.

U.N Report on violations of Privacy Rights:

In 2014, the United Nations filed a report to the General Assembly

describing how many governments around the world have violated many

core privacy rights when it comes to their usage of mass surveillance. Such

core privacy rights are protected and established by multiple treaties and

conventions such as the “International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights”.  This report has its purpose to further remind governments that it is

illegal to collect undisclosed amounts of metadata from their citizens.

Possible Solutions

Due to the fact that the reach of these technologies are extremely

broad, many citizens are skeptical if these technologies should be used.

Many people agree that their right of privacy should not be compromised

at all, even in the name of crime or terrorist prevention. For this reason, one

possible solution to this issue could be to completely ban the usage of
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mass surveillance on the citizens of a nation. Another solution to this issue

could be the worldwide encryption of data. When data is encrypted, it

cannot be viewed by unauthorized people, maintaining the privacy and

animosity of whoever holds it.

On the other hand, this issue can also be addressed by creating

worldwide laws to limit the ways in which the data gathered is used by

government agencies. For instance, this would only allow government

agencies to gather and use the data strictly for crime or terrorist

prevention. Any other purposes, such as profiling, would be deemed

illegal.

Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)

This issue deeply relates to SDG sixteen; Peace, Justice, and Strong

Institutions. The SDG is as follows; “Promote peaceful and inclusive societies

for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all, and build

effective, accountable, and inclusive institutions at all levels.” This issue

relates to this SDG since it addresses how humans may be monitored and

watched by governmental organizations unbeknownst to their knowledge.

Addressing this issue in a fair manner would bring peace of mind to the

citizens as their human rights would not be violated.
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I. Fortune, News:

An article explaining the impact of mass surveillance in the United States:
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https://fortune.com/2022/02/11/cia-mass-surveillance-wyden-privacy-shiel

d-meta/

II. Council of Europe, Org:

A statement regarding mass surveillance published by the Parliamentary

Assembly

https://ccdcoe.org/incyder-articles/mass-surveillance-endangers-human-ri

ghts-and-does-not-prevent-terrorist-attacks-says-council-of-europe/

III. Liberty, Org:

Homepage of a group actively fighting against mass surveillance carried

out by government organization

https://www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk/issue/explainer-liberty-vs-mass-surve

illance/

IV. TED, Video:

Video explaining a possible solution for mass surveillance

https://www.ted.com/talks/albert_fox_cahn_the_shift_we_need_to_stop_

mass_surveillance?language=en
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